MARANI CLAY VESSELS AND TOOLS
Chapi

Charika

Chapi is a typical vessel found in wine
producing regions of Georgia and is used
for wine as well as for grape juice. It has
the capacity of 16 liters mostly, though, it
can be quite di erent in some cases.
Chapi is used as a wine measurement tool
in Imereti region and not every potter is
capable of making it. It takes only a highly
competent and experienced potter to
make the Chapi tool as it should precisely
measure the volume.

Charika is a marani vessel from Guria having
the capacity of Imeretian Chapi. It has a quite
sophisticated and original shape. This kind of
vessel is found only in Guria and is used for
wine as well as for grape juice.

Kakhetian Chapi
and Khelchapa
These two vessels are found only in
Kakhetian maranis and their shapes
and sizes are quite di erent from the
West Georgia Chapis. Kakhetian
Chapis and Khelchapas are decorated
with a red engobe, however, they are
never glazed as a rule.

Menakhevre
Menakhevre is a very distinctive wine
measurement tool that originated in
Lechkhumi region. It is common not only in
Lechkhumi but also in Racha region. It usually
has two handles on both sides below its
shoulders. In addition to Menakhevre, there is
another marani tool, called Dora, that is
common in these regions. Both vessels have
nearly the same shape. The only di erence is
that Dora has more capacity and unlike
Menakhevre, it has no spout but a round rim.

Koka
Although it's a wine measurement tool,
Koka can also be used for water. Its
capacity may di er even in one particular
region. In Kartli region, they use this
name to de ne the capacity of a Kvevri
(they say: qvevri of sixty Kokas capacity,
qvevri of eighty Kokas capacity, etc.).
Thus, Koka is mainly used as a
measurement tool mostly in Kartli and
Kakheti regions, still, they have rather
di erent shapes. Kakhetian Koka is often
decorated with a red engobe. It's worth
noting that they are rarely glazed in Kartli
or Kakheti.

Tagari
Tagari or Isarna is a marani vessel made of
a red clay that has a wide-open spout and
a narrow bottom. It is used to hold the
grape juice that comes out of a winepress
and is usually placed under a winepress.
There is also another type of Tagari found
either in the west or east parts of Georgia.
It has a so-called heel that is half-buried
in the place where the grape juice ows
out from Satsnakheli winepress. In Imereti,
it is often named as Nakhevarchuri.

Qvevri
Qvevri is a cardinal wine vessel of Georgian marani. It is buried in
the ground and is used for fermenting and storing the wine. The
inside walls of qvevri are coated with beeswax and the outside
surface with lime. There are qvevris of various capacities, their
volumes ranging from 2-3 to 800 liters. A large-size qvevri that is
entered by a qvevri washer in order to clean it, is called Chasavali.
Small-capacity qvevris are called Kotso. Qvevris have been named
according to their capacity, use and the regions of Georgia. As a
result, Georgian qvevris are called by di erent names such as:
Qvevri, Churi, Kotso, Chasavali, Sazedashe qvevri, Lakhuti, Dergi,
Khalani, Kvibari, Kubari, Lagvini, Lagvinari, Lagvani and Kvibari.
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